::::: LANDSCAPE
HAÏKUS ::::::::::
Opening pathways to activate the connection between body and place.
The paths are physiological, artistic, poetic and scientific, in an act of
transformation. Inner transformation opening to the centre, transforming
the environment that penetrates the poetic body.

In an exceptional, isolated setting, col des fosses, this workshop aims to bring out our
individual creativity in relation to (our) nature. Inspired by Chiharu, Pedro and
Miranda's artistic research we shall work on the poetic relationship of the body and
landscape.
During the workshop we shall each develop an individual project of haiku in landscape
through exploration and exchange.

When : Sunday 29th September until Saturday 5th October 2019
Where : Mas des Fosses aux Loups, 30460 Colognac, France
Inscriptions until 10th September
contact : haikupaysager@gmail.com
Price :
300€ workshop and 65€ per night board and meals , 6 nights
Early bird until 15th August
280€ workshop and 60€ per night board and meals , 6 nights
Practicalities :
Bring confortable clothing for movement, shoes and accessories for mountain walking (hot
and cold )
Arrival : Sunday 29th September rdv 3pm in Colognac to walk up to the mas, luggage can be
brought up in a 4x4 to be able to enjoy the walk.
Access : by train till Nimes, then take the Bus D40 until St Hippolyte du Fort.
Possibility of ride-sharing from st Hippolyte du fort to Colognac. Also possible ride-sharing
between participants from Nimes, Montpellier… please contact us for the organisation.
liens pratiques:
http://lesfossesauxloups-hebergement.fr
https://www.accueil-paysan.com/fr/catalog/structure/1056/

Mas des Fosses aux Loups

Bios:

Chiharu Mamiya collaborates with artists from
various backgrounds such as contemporary circus,
theater and music as a dancer / choreographer
(Kubilai Khan Investigation, Gilles Jobin, Nicole Seiler,
Circus Anomaly, Catherina Sagna, Jörg Müller,
François Verret ...) ) and has developed a taste for
trans-disciplinarity. Since her solo Yamima in 2011,
connecting people through artistic action is at the
heart of her research, in the report gift versus gift of
creativity. She is interested in the poetic expressions
that emerge between fragility and plasticity of the
human being, especially in the natural environment. She was a resident of the Art OMI Danse
(N.Y., USA) in 2018 for her collaborative research.
Pedro Prazeres places dance and landscape in a
symbiotic relationship of cross-knowledge. At the
same time landscape architect and choreographer, his
work is at the intersection of the two creative
processes and connects, in his artistic practice, the
place, the subject and the ethereal. For him the
landscape and the dance resound through a sensory,
proprioceptive and intuitive approach. After the
Master's degree at the National Choreographic Center
of Montpellier, a step in his path among other things,
he evolved his artistic work around notions of interspace, non-place and free will linked to physics.
particles. How do men condition the environment and
how does this environment condition men's decisions is a central issue of his work.
Miranda Hopwood
Stemming from her work as an osteopath since 1992 she
tries to make sense of subtleties in the body, and the links
between body, emotions and nature. As a naturopath and a
herbalist, the links between healing plants, nature, the cycles
of the seasons, and the individual are obvious. Knowing that
osteopathy seeks to release natural movement, by adding
dance, her personal passion, and expression through
movement, she opens up research opportunities in her
workshops.

contact : haikupaysager@gmail.com

